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Abstract

The molecular dynamics method is used to simulate a uniaxial tensile deformation of

3.8nm nano-NiAl alloy with curved amorphous-like interfaces at OK. Plastic deformation

behaviour is studied by examining the strain-stress relationship and the microstructural

evolution characteristic. Atomic level analysis showed that the micro-strain is essentially

heterogeneous in simulated nano-phase samples. The plastic deformation is not only

attributed to the plasticity of interfaces, but also accompanied with the plastic shear strain

mechanism inside lattice distortion regions and grains.



The plasticity of coarse-grain materials is basically interpreted by dislocation dynamic

theory. On the other hand, researchers have suggested that the deformation mechanisms are

changed when the grain size is decreased into nano-meter range. The softening of mechanical

property with grain size decreased to a very small range (reverse Hall-Petch relationship) is

interpreted bythe predominant behaviour of grain boundaries. Mechanical properties and

microstructural evolution are qualitatively studied on tensile plastic deformation111 and creep

behaviour121 for fee pure nano-metals Cu and Ni using the molecular dynamics (MD)

simulation method. The plastic deformation in these nanocrystalline samples are mainly

concentrated at the grain boundaries, which involving grain boundary sliding, grain rotation

and interfaces migration, etc. The plasticity of these samples is mainly attributed to the

characteristic of grain boundaries. Dislocation activity and motion of atoms inside grains are

seldom observed. It should be point out that these samples are generated by means of Voronoi

topology method that leads to only straight interfaces developed. The resulting microstructure

of grain boundary is quite similar to that in micrometer-sized polycrystals.t3]

On the other hand, high resolution electron microscopic (HREM) observation on

nanocrystalline showed that there exist a large number of curved disordered interfaces

between grains.'41 Our previous MD simulations on nano-NiAl alloy with curved

amorphous-like interfaces also confirmed that the nano-phase materials could be divided into

three states: grain interior region, distortion region near interface and the interface region. The

distortion region near interface occupies considerable large volume fraction.151 The distortion

region is a transitional part in which the atomic structure and energy distribution properties

are between interface and grain. Concerning with the structural sensitivity of nano-phase

materials in plasticity, this result indicated that the distortion region may play an important

role in the plastic deformation of nanocrystalline. In this letter, we focused on the plastic

deformation behaviour of small grain-size bec nano-NiAl alloy with interfaces. One can have

a better understanding of nanocrystalline plasticity through the present investigation.



In this letter, simulated nano-NiAl alloy sample is constructed by eight equal diameter

close packed spherical grains embedded in amorphous-like interfacial regions. The grains are

randomly oriented in sample. Periodic boundary conditions are used to mimic the difference

with bulk material. The density of simulated sample is about 94% of the perfect NiAl alloy

value. The sample was first relaxed to a free enthalpy minimum at OK using the MD method

to obtain the undeformed microstructural configuration. Relaxation is terminated when the

average atom energy converged to a constant value and further relaxation time does not have

any significant effect on microstructure evolution.

The parallel source code of the MD simulation is from a package named the "XMD

simulation" compiled by Rifkin. EAM potential is used to describe the interatomic

interactions, and zero temperature lattice parameter is ao=2.87lA. The time step for the MD

simulation is selected to be 2*10"15 second that is a proper balance between energy

convergence and calculation time.

The MD simulation is performed to a uniaxial tensile deformation procedure at OK

while the local energy is minimized with respect to all the optimal atomic coordinates. The

sample is expanded in one direction gradually, while the two perpendicular dimensions are

allowed to shrink to keep these two stress components close to the undeformed values. The

maximum of total strain is about 10%.

Good ductility is observed for the 3.8 nm nano-phase NiAl alloy in the present

simulation. The average true stress is plotted as a function of the amount deformation in Fig.l.

A linear elastic region with Young's modules about lOOGPa is followed by the plastic

yielding at about 1.5GP, which is determined as the stress where the strain departs 0.2% from

linearity. The plastic deformation saturates at a flow stress about 2.4GPa when the amount of

strain reaches about 4%. A slight stress increase is observed when the further elongations are

performed larger than the strain value of 7%.

The strain-stress relationship showed in Fig.l is a globe average quantitative



description of the plastic deformation. It is not adequate for describing the deformation

mechanisms because the stress and strain states are essentially heterogeneous at the

micro-scale level. Due to this spatial induced heterogeneity, it is necessary to examine the

microstructural evolution inside the nano-phase sample during plastic deformation procedure.

Figure 2 shows slices of projected atom displacement fields on one selected reference

plane at different deformation levels. The horizon axis is parallel to the loading direction and

is along the <111> direction. The relative displacement of each atom is indicated by an arrow.

Each arrow is started from the atomic position in the undeformed state, and ended at the new

position of the same atom produced by certain deformed level. The elastic displacement on

loading direction of each atom is eliminated in order to indicate the plastic deformation field

clearly. In such a case, the level of plastic strain could be manifested by the magnitude of

each arrow. For instance, the longer the arrow is, the larger the plastic strain is performed. A

dot in Fig.2 represents the remaining of elastic deformation mechanism at that local site. The

direction of each arrow reveals the atomic relaxation tendency accompanied with plastic

strain. One can examine the dynamic mechanism of plasticity in the simulated sample

through this set of schemata. Figure 2(a) is the displacement field of atoms at 3% strain value.

It shows that the plastic strain region is mainly concentrated at the interfaces, and the grains

remain elastic at this deformation stage. Combined with the strain-stress relationship curve in

Fig.l, it reveals that the yielding of simulated nano-sample is mainly attributed to the plastic

micro-strain of interfaces.

With the proceeding of larger deformation as showed in Fig.l, the stress-strain

relationship exhibits flow mechanism around the 4% amount strain value A mirco-scale

interpretation of this changing that is illustrated in Fig.2b, the plastically strained regions that

are initially localized at the interfaces become thicker and extend to part of the distortion

regions that are adjacent to the interfaces. These distortion regions turned from an elastic state

to a plastic state due to the stress relaxing from interface to grain. Two grains are selected,



which are indexed with A and B, to analysis in detail. The development of plastic

deformation is also showed in Fig.2(c) for the 6% strain value.

The elastically deformed distortion region, which adjacent to the plastically deformed

interface in the left part of grain A, starts to lose shear stability when the deformation value is

larger than 3%. The plastic shear strain is locally formed inside grain A at this deformation

stage, and is corresponded to the atoms gliding on the {112} planes. Further deformations

result in plastic deformation region expanding into grain A successively. While inside the

grain B, which has different orientation, another plastic deformation mechanism is preferred.

Several atom planes crossing near the centre of grain B are influenced by the stress relaxation

and start to slip along the loading direction. Structural analysis showed that the slips are due

to the movement of partial dislocation with the Burgers vector 1/6<111>, which is also

demonstrated in Fig.2(c). The dislocation is emitted from the interface and travels across the

grain B till it has reached the opposite interface. The slip of atom planes belong to the

{112}<111> system, which is one of the favourable slip systems in the bcc structure. The

grain B is then divided into two elastically deformed regions by the atomic planes slipping.

This process shows that there exists the mechanism of grain fragmentation during these

stages of plastic deformation, and the atoms near the newly formed interface are highly

strained.

The rotation angles of one selected grain calculated in real space at different strain

value are showed in Fig.3. One can see that the rotation is not a continuous process since the

beginning of deformation. The grain keeps its orientation when the amount strain below the

value of 4%. This is related to the strain energy accumulation at interfaces till the critical

shear stress of interface flow is reached. The grain rotates until the amount rotation angle of

about 3 deg has been reached at the strain level of 7%. After that, the grain was kept at its

orientation although further plastic deformation is proceeding. An aicrostructural analysis

clearly shows that the rotation is induced by the plastic flow of interface adjacent it, and is not



like a rigid ball rotation. Each atomic plane changes its orientation around an axis that located

at the intersection of this plane and the interface respectively. Further investigation shows that

not all grains in the simulated sample perform rotation, which is dependent on the initial grain

orientation.

In summary, we studied the mechanical response and microstructural evolution during

the plastic deformation procedure of the small grain size(3.8nm) nano-NiAl alloy with curved

amorphous-like interfaces in the present letter. Good ductility was obtained when the grain

size decreased to a nanometer range. Atomic-scale analysis showed that the plastic

deformation region is concentrated at interfaces, and the grains keep elastic while the strain of

simulated sample is relative small. With the proceeding of the further plastic deformation, the

plastic strain region extended inside the lattice distortion region and grain gradually. The

distortion regions near interfaces, which are introduced by curved-amorphous grain

boundaries, play favourable roles for plastic strain region extension. The plastic deformation

is not only attributed to the plasticity of interfaces, but also accompanied by the plastic shear

strain inside lattice distortion regions and grains.
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Fig. 1. Simulated strain-stress relationship for 3.8nm nano-NiAl alloy at OK.



Fig.2a

3% deformation

Fig.2b

Fig.2c

6% deformation

Fig. 2. Atom displacement field of slices produced by different strain levels.
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Fig. 3. Relationship between the rotation angle and amount strain values.
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